Object: The objective is to evaluate the role of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) in intra-axial brain tumor cases (gliomas and metastasis). To preoperatively assess the integrity and location of white matter (WM) tracts and plan the surgical corridor to cause least damage to the WM tracts with minimum postoperative new neurological deficits. Materials and Methods: A total of 34 patients were included in this study. Pre-operative contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging and DTI scans of the patients were taken into consideration. Pre-and post-operative neurological examinations were performed and the outcome was assessed. Results: Preoperative planning of surgical corridor and extent of resection were planned so that maximum possible resection could be achieved without disturbing the WM tracts. DTI indicated the involvement of fiber tracts. A total of 21 (61.7%) patients had a displacement of tracts only and they were not invaded by tumor. A total of 11 (32.3%) patients had an invasion of tracts by the tumor, whereas in 4 (11.7%) patients the tracts were disrupted. Postoperative neurologic examination revealed deterioration of motor power in 4 (11.7%) patients, deterioration of language function in 3 (8.82%) patients, and memory in one patient. Total resection was achieved in 11/18 (61.1%) patients who had displacement of fibers, whereas it was achieved in 5/16 (31.2%) patients when there was infiltration/disruption of tracts. Conclusion: DTI provides crucial information regarding the infiltration of the tract and their displaced course due to the tumor. This study indicates that it is a very important tool for the preoperative planning of surgery. The involvement of WM tracts is a strong predictor of the surgical outcome.
Introduction
Intra-axial tumors of the brain are one of the most common tumors to be encountered by neurosurgeons. [1] These tumors are frequently located in or close to eloquent areas, including motor and language areas. Surgical resection of such tumors often injures these tracts and produces severe neurologic complications. [2] Preoperative knowledge of relationship of tumor with the tract is of vital importance.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a noninvasive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) modality which depicts the probable location and orientation of subcortical white matter (WM) tracts in vivo. [3] DTI guides the surgeon regarding the relationship of the intra-axial tumor to local WM tracts in multiple planes. A variety of aspects of the tumor-tract relationship can, therefore, be revealed. The identity of the tract can be predicted from its position and course, such as the corticospinal tract (CST) and optic radiations, and proximity of the tumor to the tract can be appreciated. Furthermore, the position of the tumor can be seen in relation to the tract, for example, superior, lateral, medial, etc., allowing the optimal approach to be determined for highly eloquent and complex areas. [3] [4] [5] Displacement of the tract by the tumor or perilesional edema can also be demonstrated. [6, 7] This is crucial information when planning a surgical trajectory to avoid damage to the eloquent tissue. Incorporation of WM fibers within the tumor mass, seen especially in low-grade tumors, and destruction of WM fibers by the high-grade tumor can also be depicted. [7] [8] [9] These features have profound implications for the extent of resection amenable for the individual tumor.
The aim of this study is to evaluate the role of DTI in preoperative assessment of intra-axial brain tumors and planning of the surgical corridor to cause the least damage to the WM tracts causing least postoperative neurological deficits.
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Materials and Methods

Patient population
This study was conducted at the Department of Neurosurgery, SMS Medical College, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India, after taking permission from the Ethical Committee of the Institution and written informed consent from the patients or their close relatives. No funds or scholarship was provided from the institute. A total of 34 patients operated for intra-axial supratentorial brain tumors who underwent surgery in our department were included in this prospective study.
Preoperative detailed history and neurological examinations of patients were performed. A baseline MRI brain was obtained from all the patients. T1-and T2-weighted images were taken and additional sequences such as fluid attenuation inversion recovery, diffusion-weighted imaging, and apparent diffusion coefficient sequences were obtained. Postcontrast T1W fat-saturated sequences were also obtained. DTI was then performed for preoperative planning of surgery. The surgery was then performed according to the MRI and DTI information obtained. Detailed postoperative neurological examination was performed.
Magnetic resonance imaging protocol
The magnetic resonance (MR) examinations were performed at a 3T MR system (Philips 3T-Ingenia; Philips medical system) using an eight-element phased array sensitivity encoding head coil.
DTI was performed using a single-shot spin-echo echo-planar-imaging pulse sequence with a diffusion sensitization (b = 1000 seconds/mm 2 ), TR 3000 ms, TE 94 ms, slice thickness between 2.5 mm, no gap between slices, matri × 92 × 88, flip angle 90°. DTI measurements are obtained using either ROI analysis or tractography. The CST and some of the major subcortical tracts involved in the phonologic or semantic loop of language -superior longitudinal fascicle and inferior fronto-occipital were reconstructed, defining for each tract separately, the regions of interest (ROIs) around areas of the WM that all the fibers of each tract must pass through to reach their cortical or subcortical endstations.
Diffusion tensor imaging tractography
Images were analyzed using DTI Studio, obtaining main eigenvector, and fractional anisotropy (FA) maps. From their combination, color maps were generated with conventional color-coding. Deterministic tractography was performed in all patients to reconstruct subcortical connections using the fiber assignment by the continuous tracking method. An FA threshold of 0.1 and a turning angle 55.8 were used as criteria to start and stop tracking. The CST and some of the major subcortical tracts were reconstructed, defining for each tract separately regions of interest (ROIs) around areas of WM that all the fibers of each tract must pass through to reach their cortical or subcortical end stations. DTI tractography images were systematically reviewed. Tracts were then classified as Displaced, Infiltrated, and Disrupted. Displaced: if the tract showed normal or only slightly decreased FA, with abnormal location and/or direction, resulting from bulk mass displacement. Infiltrated: if the tract showed reduced anisotropy but remained identifiable on color maps. Disrupted: if the tract showed isotropic (or near-isotropic) diffusion, such that it could not be identified on directional color maps.
The entire data were then reviewed by the senior faculty of neurosurgery. With the assistance of the information provided by MRI, DTI, and fiber tractography, we knew the relationship between the lesion and important fiber tracts. Individualized surgical approaches were designed according to the information provided by the DTI and conventional MRI and the surgery was then performed accordingly.
Postoperative detailed neurological examination and imaging were performed to look for the extent of resection and any surgical complication and neurological outcome.
Results
Of the total 34 patients, 21 (61.7%) were male and 13 (38.2%) were female [ Contrast-enhanced MRI study revealed 19 (55.8%) patients with left-sided lesions and 12 (35.2%) patients with right-sided lesions. Five (14.7) patients had bilateral lesions. Sixteen (47.0%) of these lesions were present in the frontal lobe, 6 (17.6%) were present in the parietal lobe, and 3 (8.82%) were present in the temporal lobe. Involvement of more than one lobe was present in 11 (32.3%) patients. DTI showed the involvement of fiber tracts with a displacement of tracts in almost every patient [ Table 2 ].
Preoperative planning of surgical corridor and extent of resection were planned so that maximum possible resection can be achieved without disturbing the WM tracts and causing minimum possible postoperative morbidity. Gross total resection was achieved in 16 (47%) patients, whereas rest had near total or subtotal resection [ Table 3 ]. There was no mortality in the control group. Postoperative neurologic examination revealed deterioration of motor power in 4 (11.7%) patients, there was deterioration of MRC Grade 1 (in three) or 2 (in one) and none of the patients had dense hemiplegia, whereas 5 (14.7) patients had improvement in power. There were deterioration of language function in 3 (8.82%) patients and memory in one patient. Cognitive defect was present in 16 (47%) patients. Postoperative seizures occurred in 2 (5.88%) patients.
Discussion
Neurosurgery for brain tumors is a trade-off between maximum surgical resection on the one hand and maximum sparing of functions on the other hand. Gross total resection of the tumor reduces the risk of relapse and allow subsequent radiotherapy or chemotherapy to be more effective. [10] [11] [12] [13] On the other hand, sparing functionally relevant zones and therefore, preservation of motor, visual, or language functions significantly improves the quality of life of these patients. [14, 15] For realizing these goals, many imaging modalities were used to assess brain tumors, which include conventional MRI, positron emission tomography, and functional MRI (fMRI). [16] Knowledge of the structural integrity and location of certain WM tracts with respect to an intracranial lesion is crucial for neurosurgical planning for defining the surgical access point and identifying the eloquent areas of the brain and the extent of tumor resection. [17] DTI is a significant advancement in the field of diagnostic imaging. It is, in fact, the only method capable of displaying cerebral WM tracts in vivo, and it has been shown that this knowledge assists the neurosurgeon in preoperative planning. [18, 19] The most significant use of DTI, in intracranial tumors is to preoperatively confirm the integrity and location of displaced WM tracts. [20] WM tracts may be pathologically altered by the tumor in several ways. They may be displaced, infiltrated by tumor and/or edema, or destroyed. Unfortunately, these alterations are not exclusive in a given tumor or even in a given WM tract. [21] In comparison with conventional MRI techniques which provide only anatomical information, DTI offers data on the central nervous system connectivity by enabling visualization of crucial WM tracts in the brain and provide guidance on resection operation. [22, 23] Kleiser et al. found that DTI results were more accurate than those using anatomical landmarks alone, in which fMRI results were used to localize start points for DTI tract reconstruction. [24] Furthermore, in the previous studies of Romano et al., they found that the utilization of DTI/fMRI in corticotomy led to a change of the surgical approach for resection in 16%-21% of cases. [16, 25] More recent studies by Cao et al. found that in their retrospective analysis, preoperative planning using DTI enabled the surgeon to investigate individual patient specific surgical approach and can significantly improve the surgical outcome, they have also concluded in their study that preoperative planning using DTI improves neurologic outcome in patients with brainstem lesions. [26] Preoperative estimation of damage was shown to be possible using fMRI/DTI data in a recent study. [27] A study by Castellano et al. showed that the extent of resection and thus, prognosis can be predicted by DTI. In their study, tumors that were infiltrating the WM tracts were less likely to be resected completely in comparison to tumors in which WM tracts were intact. [28] This prospective study analyzed the impact of DTI tractography in preoperative planning and predicting surgical outcome in patients with intra-axial brain tumors. In our study, as in previous studies, we have classified the WM tract involvement as displaced, infiltrated, and disrupted based on the direction of fibers and their FA values [Graph 1]. In the previous studies, it was shown that high-grade gliomas are significantly associated with infiltration or displacement of tracts. In our study also similar trend was seen [ Table 2 and Graph 2]. In our study also, as in the previous study, the extent of resection was related to the involvement of tracts with complete resection was mostly achieved when WM tracts are displaced only [ Figures 1 and 2 ].
Reconstruction and interpretation of DTI tractography data in a presurgical setting have some drawbacks, mainly related to the differentiation between the lowering of anisotropy value because of a real neoplastic infiltration or to the peritumoral edema. [9] The inability of DTI tractography to resolve WM architecture where more than one fiber population occupies the same voxel affects the reliability of tracking mainly in regions that contain multiple crossing WM pathways. [29, 30] The recent development of advanced high angular resolution diffusion imaging techniques and q-ball reconstruction methods can provide a more accurate presurgical tractography. [22] This preliminary study including a large series of intra-axial brain tumors demonstrates that the assessment of WM involvement is an essential part of an integrate presurgical evaluation because the analysis of the relationship between tumor and eloquent bundles by DTI tractography allows to preoperatively plan the surgical approach and the degree of surgical resection and preservation maximum possible neurological function.
Conclusion
DTI is a newer modality which shows the WM tracts and its relation to the tumor in vivo. It provides crucial information about the involvement of the tract and its displaced course due to the tumor. This study has shown that it can be a very important tool for the preoperative planning of surgery. The involvement of fascicles is a strong predictor of the surgical outcome because the probability of achieving a total resection is higher when fascicles are intact; conversely, the expected probability of total resection is substantially lower in the cases in which tractography showed infiltrated or displaced WM tracts. This information could be of extremely useful prognostic value, and once integrated with the patient's anesthesiological, neurological, and neuropsychological evaluation, it could be proposed as a useful tool to help in surgical decision making.
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